CONTRACT AWARD NOTICE
PP 8/2020
Name of the contracting
authority
Address of the contracting
authority
Webpage of the contracting
authority
Type of contracting authority
Type of public procurement
procedure
Type of procurement subject
Description of the subject of
procurement and the name and
designation from the Common
Procurement Vocabulary

MINISTRY OF FINANCE
Kneza Miloša 20, Belgrad

www.mfin.gov.rs
State administration body
Оpen procedure

Services
Procurement of SOC implementation services (Security
Operation Center) with accompanying services in accordance
with information security standards; Name and designation from
the general dictionary: 35120000-1 Surveillance and security
systems and devices
Thea greed value
55.844.000,00 RSD without the associated amount of tax
Criteria, elements of criteria The selection of the most favorable bid will be made using the
for awarding the contact
criterion “LOWEST PRICE OFFERED”. If there are two or
more bids with the same price offered, the contract will be
awarded to the bid in which the bidder offered a longer payment
deadline. If there are two or more bids with the same offered
price and with the same offered a longer payment deadline, the
contract will be awarded by a draw. The contracting authority
shall inform all the bidders who have submitted their bids in
writing, about the date of the drawing. Only those offers will be
included in the draw that have the same lowest price offered and
the same a longer payment deadline. The drawing of the
winnign offer shall be performed publicly, in the presence of the
bidders, by placing the names of the bidders on separate papers
of the same size and color and putting all those papers in a box,
ball or other suitable item from which they will draw only one
paper. The bidder whose name is on the drawn paper will be
awarded the contract. For bidders who do not attend this
procedure, the contracting authority shall submit a record of the
drawing process.
The number of bids received
Two
The highest and lowest bidding - /
price of acceptable bids
- 55.844.000,00 RSD without the associated amount of tax
The date of the decision to
award the contract
5. август 2020. године
The date of the contract
conclusion
24. август 2020. године
Basic data on the supplier
The group of bidders they make up OKTACRON DOO,
Beograd, Jevrejska br. 32, registration no. 21334103, TIN:
110304499, INFORMATIKA AD, Beograd, Jevrejska no. 32,
registration no. 07024592, TIN: 100001716, ADVANCED
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Contract validity period

SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES DOO, Niš, Bulevar Nemanjića
no. 15v, registration no. 20879017, TIN: 107828694 i
PETROLHEAD DOO, Velika Plana, Kralja Petra Prvog no. 10,
matični br. 20926350, TIN: 108069995
The contract is valid for 14 months from the date of conclusion
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